POTENTIAL THEORY OK A iffiOIJBIC LATTICE
Carnegie~Iiellon University !• I n t ro du c t i on. There is an.extensive literature treating a discrete potential theory 021 the square lattice in the plane* The central problem of concern in those studies is the properties of functions whose value at a lattice point is the mean of the values at the four neighboring lattice points. This gives a discrete analog* of harmonic functions. In this paper a similar problem is studied, in which the lattice of squares of side h is replaced by a lattice of rhombs of side h. Such a rhombic lattice can be quite irregular and consequently the methods of difference equations can not be used.
The rhombic lattice is embedded in the -complex plane* A discrete analytic function is defined as a complex valued function on the lattice points whose difference quotient across one diagonal of a rhomb is equal to its difference quotient across the other diagonal. This leads directly to analogs of the Cauohy-Riemann. equations a,nd the Laplace equation* Functions defined on the lattice points can be extened to the lattice lines by linear interpolation* This device permits defining the complex line integral along an arbitrary path in the lattice. Then given, a discrete analytic function the integral defines a lattice function P.
Moreover-F is discrete analytic. Repeated integration leads to functions analogous to polynomials in the complex variable.
In the classical function theory the inverse of the integral operation is differentiation. IIowever ; in the discrete function theory on the square lattice it was found that the inverse of the integral is another type of integral termed "dual integration" £l]. In this paper it is shown that this integral ojjeration extends to the rhombic lattice.
The finaJL section of this paper is, perhaps, the most interesting part because it is shown that the discrete function theory is more than a mere analogy. Actually the discrete tYieory bears a quantitative relation to the classical theory after which it was modeled. This is brought out by analysis of the classical Dirichlet Integra,! I)(u) of a harmonic function U. The integral is to be evaluated over a region of the plane bounded by diagonals of rhombs and the assigned "boundary values are assumed to vary linearly over the diagonals* Let u be a discrete harmonic function-taking on the came boundary'values. Then a certain quadratic form Q'(u) is shown to give an. .upper...bound for l)(l))» A similar quadratic form gives a lover-bound • supposed that the complex plane is paved with rhombic blocks each of side lenth h. The sides of the blocks make up, the lattice lines and the vertices of the blocks forirr the lattice points. Thus each rhomb has four 1 lattice lines and four lattice points.
The most common lattice of this type is, of course, the square lattice, A rhomb will be regarded as a closed two-dimensional point set* A jL a J^J--,
.ff-LSS ^s defined as the union of rhombs. A simple lattice ^g is a connected and simply connected set of a finite number of rhombs.
Such-a region is shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1« A simple lattice region
It is clear that a closed chain of rhomb: edges consists of an even number of edges. Thus it follows that the lattice-points fall into two disjoint classes: the even class and the odd class. These classes are defined as follows: the neighboring lattice points of an odd point are even points e.nd the neighboring lattice points of an even point are odd points* Of course neighboring points are defined to be end. points of an edge.
The lattice points are enumerated with the positive integers so that the even integers name the even lattice points and the odd integers name the odd lattice points. Thus one of the rhombs in Figure 1 has lattice points designated 1 9 2 § 3?4* One diagonal of this rhomb is depicted as a dotted line the other diagonal is depicted as a dashed line.
The diagonals connecting odd points are termed odd diagonals and the diagonals connecting even points are termed even diagonals.
The.diagonals corresponding to the simple lattice region of Then f is analytic at this rhomb if
This is the discrete, analog of the property of the derivative of a poorer series being independent of direction. A function defined on the points of the even network is said to "be. ^di^scretc harjrionijc at a, given point if its value at that point is the weighted mean of its values at the neighboring points of the even network* The weights are the corresponding conductances, A similar relation defines discrete harmonic functions on the odd network.
Proof. First consider a special case depicted in Figures 1 and 2* Thus the point .2 is an interior point of the region shown in Figure   I . In the rhomb (1,2,3*4) the condition for discrete analyticity is
This can be written in terms of the conductance g o/ « This relation:
and the corresponding relations for the other rhombs surrounding the point 2 become: Thus z -z =-z -?.^ and this is true "because a rhomb is a 
Lot the function F "be defined by integrating f around the r ho rib. Thus 
It is then a direct consequence of Theorpml that-if f is dicrete
analytic at this rhomb so also is F.
/The higher powers of z are not disc>*ete analytic but analogous functions termed pscudo-poorers may be defined which are discrete analytic. The pseudo-power of degree zero is defined to be unity.
Then the pseudo-power of degree n relative to the "origin, point The proof is straightforward and so is omitted. Here a is an arbitrary lattice point^and c is an. arbitrary constant.
The the solution of the integral eriuation (l7) ^is
where b is an arbitrary lattice point and k is the constant k = f*"(b).
Proof. It follows from relation! (17) that if p and q are neighboring points then (19)
The complex conjugate of relation! (19) is now formed. Since These concepts can be carried over directly to the present problem.
As an example of these ideas let "5 be the total conductance between edge (12,14) and edge (20, 22) of the polygonal plate shown in Figure   2 ; other edges being insula.ted. Then Here$ n is the joint conductance of the odd network between points a and b when line conductances g» . p,re as in Theorem 10.
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